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after some years of reading the book was published in paperback in 1973. the book is a description of british
domestic architecture from the late roman empire to the present. a description of british domestic
architecture from the late roman empire to the present. the author, h. j. colvin, was a prominent member of
the royal institute of british architects. colvin wrote the book because he believed the study of early british
architecture to be fundamental to the understanding of the modern british house. in many ways this book
can be described as a dictionary of british domestic architecture. with an alphabetical index, it is readily
available for the frequent visitor to the british museum or the british library. it is an excellent book for the
historian and the general reader who is concerned with the history of domestic architecture. a writer in the
wall street journal commented in the elements of style:. the book is not the usual dry and dusty tome. its not
a casebook. its a handbook. its not a reference book; it holds the style in the palm of your hand. it holds its
cards face down. its like a game of poker. the most casual and discerning reader can learn a great deal of
form, practice and technique in this book. its like the dictionary that was everyone at one time. its the
dictionary that was part of the furniture. its the dictionary that you grew up with, that your children grew up
with, that everyone grew up with. its the dictionary that reads like a novel. its a novel, that teaches you how
to become an architect. -- martin filler, wall street journal
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